
Bull. Nov. Comp. Center, Comp. Science, 17 (2002), 63{73c 2002 NCC PublisherGas-lattice simulation of high viscousuid ows�Yu. Medvedev1. IntroductionA classical approach to the uid ows simulation comprises constructingdi�erential equations, transforming them into a �nite di�erence scheme, andobtaining the solution on computer. This approach has two disadvantages:accumulation of rounding o� errors during the large number of iterations anda long time of calculations on the �ne-cell grid. Discrete models are free fromthe above shortages. A wide class of discrete models referred to as CellularAutomata (CA) allows simulating many physical processes: di�usion, heatconduction, chemical reactions, uid ows. Such modeling uid ows arealso called gas-lattice models. There are two well-known basic gas-latticemodels in the 2D space: the HPP model (Hardy, Pazzis, Pomeau) and theFHP model (Frish, Hasslacher, Pomeau) [1]. The above gas-lattice modelssimulate ows of uids with a small Reynolds number with good accuracy.As for the 3D gas-lattice models, none of them is found to meet su�cientcondition of structural symmetry. Instead, the projections of pseudo-4Dmodels onto a 3D space are used to simulate the 3D ows. This is a basicpseudo-4D FCHC model (Face Centered Hyper Cubic) [2]. But, due to itshigh computational complexity it is considered to be impractical.So, there are two problems to be discussed. First, t® construct a model,at least, a 2D one, which could adequately describe ows with largerReynolds numbers. And, second, it is necessary to �nd a true 3D modelsimulating the ows in a 3D space, perhaps not so accurate the FCHC butpractically acceptable.In this work, an attempt is made to solve the above problems. In Sec-tion 2, the concepts of a gas-lattice model are introduced, the basic 2D mod-els is considered, and a modi�cation aimed at raising a admissible Reynoldsnumber range is proposed. Also, in this section some tests carried out withbasic and modi�ed 2D models, are described. A 3D gas-lattice model with12 neighbors and one rest-particle is proposed in Section 3. The softwarepackage allowing the simulation of the 3D ows is presented in Section 4.�Supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research under Grant 01.00.00026.



64 Yu. MedvedevResults of the experiments, carried out with the package, are discussed.2. The 2D model investigation resultsThe 2D space is presented in these models by a cellular array. The spatialpoints are associated with the automaton cells. There are some hypotheticalparticles moving in the array. The rules of their behavior conserve the totalmass and momentum. The number of particle movement directions is 4 forthe HPP model, 6 for the FHP model (Figure 1), and 24 for the FCHCmodel [2, Figure 5].

Figure 1. The FHP modelEach time of cellular automaton functioning is divided into two sub-times: collision and propagation. A change of particles velocity directionsoccurs in the phase of collision according to some rules. In each cell particlescollide regardless of particles in other cells. At the sub-time propagation,each particle moves by one cell along its velocity vector. For providingconservation laws it is su�cient to meet the following conditions.1. Masses of all particles are identical and equal to 1.2. Velocities of particles are identical in size and can di�er in directiononly, modules of velocity being 0 or 1.3. The number of directions of motion is �nite and complies with thenumber of neighbors of each cell.4. Particles are located in cells of the automaton, moreover, in each cellthere cannot be more than 1 having identical velocity vector.5. Collision rules must be chosen in such a way that the total mass andmomentum of all particles, involved in the collision, should not change.



Gas-lattice simulation of high viscous uid ows 652.1. The FHP modelThe FHP model is based on the 2D CA with a hexagonal structure, and eachcell has exactly six neighbors (see Figure 1). Each cell is �nite probabilisticautomaton. Its state is a Boolean vector, in which each of its 6 componentsshows the existence or the absence of a particle with the correspondingdirection of velocity vector. Consequently, the range of a cell state vector isthe number of neighboring cells plus the number of rest-particles allowed ina cell. For instance, an FHP model with one rest-particle has a seven-rangestate vector.The transition function of the automaton is de�ned by the collision rulesof particles. For the FHP model these rules are shown in Figure 2. Arrowsmark directions of the particles velocity vectors. Black circles mark therest-particles. Three rules, shown in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c are determin-istic because their next states are uniquely de�ned by the states before thecollision. In Figure 2d, a probabilistic rule is shown. Each one is realizedwith probability 1=2. So, the FHP model is probabilistic, and its cell is aprobabilistic �nite automaton.For obtaining a full set of transition rules one needs to add to thoseshown in Figure 2 all the cases symmetrical to them. In addition, one needsto add to them all identical collisions not changing the cell state.

Figure 2. FHP model collision rulesIn simulation experiments (in real life), the most interest is not in thehypothetical particles with their velocities of motion, but in averaged valuesof their velocities. They are obtained as a sum of all the particle velocityvectors over a certain vicinity, and the resulting vectors showed comply withthe macroscopic velocity of a real ow at the corresponding points. Sincethe CA has a hexagonal structure, the vicinity has also the shape of thehexagon (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Averaged velocity vector2.2. The boundary conditionsSimple boundary conditions are among the advantages of gas-lattice mod-els. The cells di�erentiation according to types is a basis of these conditions.There are three following types of cells used in the model: working cells, wallcells, and particle{source cells. All cells of the same type have identical colli-sion rules. Cells of di�erent types have di�erent collision rules, propagationrules being the same for all types of cells.To simulate a uid ow one needs to involve a new type of cells calledsources. Each cell of such a type can generate particles with all possiblevelocity vectors with certain probability. One can obtain a source of theeven ow of particles by aligning source cells. By changing the probabilityof generating particles, one can vary the ow intensity.Let us consider the border cells transition rules operation in more detail.There are three ways of reecting the particles from obstacles. The simplestof them is the inverse direction reection (Figure 4a). A more complicatedapproach follows the optical reection laws (Figure 4b), where one needsto take into account the position of neighboring cells of the obstacle. Thethird one enables a particle to be reected in any possible direction (wherethere is no obstacle) with equal probability (Figure 4c). One also may usea compound approach which is a superposition of the above three ways ofreection with predetermined probability of each.
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Figure 4. Collisions: a) backward; b) according to the optics law; c) compound2.3. Simulation of less viscous uidsThe basic gas-lattice model is limited by small Reynolds numbers. A mod-i�cation of the basic model increasing the Reynolds number, which allowssimulating less viscous uids, is given below [3].The essence of the proposed modi�cationis to allow a particle, being alone in a cellto change its direction of motion with pre-determined probability (Figure 5). The mo-mentum conservation law, certainly, is vio-lated, but when averaging is done over a su�-cient number of particles, it is approximatelyfollowed. Figure 5. Changing velocityvector of a single particleCertainly, a strict analytical proof of validation of such a model is a veryhard, and possibly, undecidable problem. However it is possible to checkthe correctness of our assumption by performing numerical experiments andcomparing their results with the earlier known.2.4. Experiments with the FHP modelsA program model is realized in C programming language under X-Windowshell OS UNIX. It is possible to investigate both the basic and the modi�edmodels. The program model in question consists of a system kernel, execut-ing transition functions of elementary automata of the model and functionsof velocity averaging, as well as of a graphic user interface, displaying in realtime the motion of particles in the CA and the velocity vector �eld. A globalstate of the CA is saved in the ALT format [4], and the velocity �eld is savedin the BMP format. It is possible to vary the probability of single particlesdeection from the rectilinear direction according to the given viscosity andother parameters during the simulation process.
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a) b)Figure 6. Velocity �eld of the ow (the FHP model)One of the experiments, conducted with the FHP models, is the simula-tion of the uid ows with di�erent viscosity around a straight wall. Thisexperiment was aimed comparing the velocity �elds given by the basic andthe modi�ed FHP models. The CA array represented a camera with onewall being a straight source of the even uid ow, and the opposite onebeing opened (Figure 6). A thin plane was placed in the middle of thecamera across the ow but not reaching the borders of the camera. Thebasic FHP model generates a laminar ow velocity �eld (Figure 6a). Themodi�ed model generates a velocity �eld with vortices behind the obstacle(Figure 6b), which shows that the modi�ed model is capable to simulateuid ows with Reynolds number higher than that simulated by the basicone.3. A 3D gas-lattice modelNo appropriate 3D model has been found. Instead, the pseudo-4D models,whose projections onto the 3D space represent the 3D ows. Using thepseudo-4D models involves a huge amount of calculations (the table size ofautomaton transition is 227 with 24 neighbors and 3 rest-particles), whichcannot be done even on modern supercomputers.Let us introduce a 3D ow CA model with cells having 12 neighbors(the size of automaton transition table is 213 with 1 rest-particle). It maybe used for simulating a large-scale ows on currently available computers.
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Figure 7. The PCRD modelThe automaton array structure is based on the polar complex of the rhombicdodecahedron (PCRD) shown in Figure 7. It is quite simple in realizationand su�ciently well describes the 3D ows.3.1. Cellular automaton structureLet us dispose the PCRD structure with the cell centers coordinates i, j,k (0 � i < l, 0 � j < m, 0 � k < n) onto a Cartesian lattice with thecoordinates x, y, z. Then the coordinates (xi; yj ; zk) of any node (i; j; k) ofthe PCRD follow the formulas:xi = i+ (k mod 2)=2; yj = j + (k mod 2)=2; zk = (k + (k mod 2)=2)p2:If the rhombic dodecahedrons with unitary distance between oppositefaces �ll a 3D space, then the above node locations correspond to the co-ordinates of the dodecahedrons centers. Hence, the neighboring cells arethose, having a common dodecahedron face. It is interesting to note, that



70 Yu. Medvedevelements of the lattice with such a spatial location comply with the centersof tightly packed balls.The directions of particle velocities are determined by the polar com-plex of the rhombic dodecahedron, which is a collection of beams, comingout from the dodecahedron center perpendicular to its faces. The numberof beams is 12, and they pass through the neighboring cell centers, i.e., allthe lines connecting the neighboring cell centers comply with the polar com-plexes of the corresponding dodecahedrons. One node of the lattice is shownin Figure 7 as a cross point of lines inside a cell. It is connected with 12neighboring nodes by lines. Also, the connections between each pair of theneighboring nodes, each having the neighbor of the center node, are shown.3.2. Collision rulesThere are di�erent versions of collision rules in di�erent modi�cations ofthe PCRD models, but in each case, of course, conservation of mass andmomentum under each collision must be satis�ed. One of the versions is afull set of rules with one rest-particle. Since each cell in the lattice has 12neighbors and one rest particle, the number of collision rules being 213. Letus construct all output states for any i-th rule of these 8192 input states ofa transition table, total mass and momentum of particles in the cell beingnot changed. This set of ni output states (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8192) contains allthe collision rules with realization probability equal to 1=ni for each case.There is an experimental proof (by exhaustive search) that the probabilityof values is the interval from 1 to 56 for di�erent input conditions.4. The PCRD model program realization4.1. Software package schemeA software package consisting of four modules is shown in Figure 8. It hasbeen created for the investigation of the CA models of uid ows. In thepackage, the following data structures are used.� The CA global state is a set of states of all the cells, including informa-tion of the cell type (working, wall, source cells) and about particles(the number of particles and directions of velocity vectors of each ofthem). The CA global state is iteratively changed during the experi-ment.� Velocity �eld projections consist of three arrays, whose elements rep-resent velocity vectors projections of three Cartesian planes: OXY,OYZ, OXZ.The software package consists of the following programming blocks.
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Figure 8. Program package scheme� The generator of collision rules forms a set of the rules, which are usedby the uid ow simulator. The generator of collision rules is run oncewhen the experiment begins.� The constructor of boundary conditions forms an initial global state ofthe automaton. It is used once in the beginning of the experiment.� The 3D ow simulator converts a current CA global state to a newone using transition rules. It operates iteratively with a given numberof cycles.� The viewer computes averaged velocity vectors of particles and con-structs a velocity �eld of the ow. It also displays three orthogonalprojections of the �eld on the computer monitor.The simulation has been performed as follows. At �rst, the generatorof collision rules and the constructor of boundary conditions create a set ofcollision rules and the initial CA global state. Then the simulator iterativelyexecutes the CA transition rules. The viewer is run at any time we need toobserve the CA evolution.4.2. ExperimentsExperimental investigations of the CA models are a very important factorfor con�rming or refusing their validation, revealing inaccuracies, indicat-ing ways of their correction. One of the experiments carried out with thePCRD model has been conducted as follows. The constructor of boundary
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Figure 9. Velocity �eld of the ow (the PCRD model)conditions has created an initial CA global state. The wall cells were locatedalong the four faces of parallelepiped, two opposite faces being left opened.The source cells were located along one of the opened sides, its opposite sideserving for uid running out. A at obstacle was placed inside the paral-lelepiped across the ow, touching its two opposite faces and not touchingtwo other ones, forming two slots.A velocity ow �eld has been obtained after a su�cient number of it-erations for the determination of a stationary ow. Three cross-sections ofthe parallelepiped are shown in Figure 9. They display three projectionsof the 3D velocity ow �eld on the sections. The boundary conditions forthis experiment have been chosen so that one of the cross-sections of theparallelepiped complied with the previous experiment, carried out for a atmodel. It is seen that the velocity �eld projection on the plane OXY of thePCRD model in Figure 9 is similar to the velocity �eld of the FHP modelin Figure 6a. Thus, the PCRD model in the 3D space possesses the samecharacteristics as the FHP model in the 2D space, i.e., it can be assumedthat it simulates uid ows, described by the Navier{Stokes equations.



Gas-lattice simulation of high viscous uid ows 735. ConclusionThe CA models were proposed for simulation not so long ago, but recentlythey are in importance. Amongst 2D models, which have been recentlystudied, two basic ones have been distinguished. All the other known modelsare modi�cations of the basic ones. One of such modi�cations is proposed,and the results of its investigation are presented. A new 3D model, referredto as the PCRD is also proposed and studied by simulation. The programpackage for the experimental investigation is described. The future workwill be to �nd the relations between the PCRD parameters and the physicalvalues of the uid ow, simulated by it.References[1] Medvedev Yu. Discrete methods solving some uid dynamics problems // Pro-ceedings of OVS conference, Ekaterinsburg, 1998 (in Russian).[2] Frisch U. et al. Lattice gas hydrodynamics in two and three dimensions //Complex Systems. { 1987. { Vol. 1. { P. 649{707.[3] Medvedev Yu. Modi�cation of a 2D gas-lattice model // NCC Bulletin, Specialissue. { Novosibirsk: NCC Publisher, 1999. { P. 82{87.[4] Pogudin Yu. Simulation of �ne-grained parallel algorithms with the ALT sys-tem // Proceedings of First International Workshop on Distributed InteractiveSimulation and Real Time Applications. Jan. 9{10, 1997, Eilat. IEEE ComputerSociety. { 1997. { P. 22{27.
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